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Abstract
A non-informative prior function is discussed from the standpoint of a weakly informative prior
density, though it has been pursued in relation only to the sampling densities. We note that a
weakly informative prior density is useful for examining a no-informative prior function. Some
disadvantages of a non-informative prior function are pointed out. On the other hand, a noninformative prior function is compared favorably with a degenerated prior density on an unknown
point. The role of the posterior density compared with the marginal likelihood is discussed.
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1. Introduction
Non-informative prior functions (densities), such as Jeﬀreys’ and the reference prior ones, have
been discussed in relation only to the sampling densities {p(x|θ); θ ∈ Θ}, see Berger et al. (2009),
for example. Deﬁning a family of proper prior densities having a parameter representing the
degree of our belief of prior information, we characterize a non-informative function as the rescaled lower limit of a sequence in the family. This approach allows us to shed new light on the
role of a non-informative prior.
Examining the behavior of the induced posterior density and that of the credible region, we
observe that some of familiar non-informative priors in the literature are informative in some sense.
We observe also that the choice of a non-informative prior function among multiple candidates
can be sensitive with the comparison of credible regions. In contrast, the role of a non-informative
prior is positively evaluated as an alternative of a degenerated prior at an unknown point, which
is largely diﬀerent from a proper prior density.
2. Weakly informative density
Consider a family of proper prior densities based on a non-informative prior function n(θ) of
the form
P = {π(θ; c, g) = f (θ; c, g)n(θ) · K(c, g)| g ∈ R+ }.

(2.1)

An option of the choice of f (θ; c, g) is pg (m|θ), as is in Ibrahim et al. (2001). Suppose that π(θ; c, g)
converges weakly to n(θ) as g tends to 0. Then we may call π(θ; c, g) a weakly informative prior
density, if g is close to 0. It is a proper prior density, and is regarded as a superior one to a
non-informative prior function. Another promising choice is that f (θ; c, g) = exp −gD(θ, c) with
the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
3 Induced posterior density.
This prior density can be useful for examining non-informative prior functions. This is because
a weakly informative prior density is actually proper, and standard treatments of the Bayesian
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procedure can be applied. We can examine a prior density through the posterior density. When
the posterior density induced from a prior density becomes degenerated, such a prior density is
to be avoided. In fact, the credible region results in a singleton. This indicates that the familiar
Haldane prior for the binomial incidence probability is discouraging. The distance between the
induced posterior density and that induced from a weakly informative density provides us with
an approach to this subject, as was observed in Berger et al. (2009).
Another view is available from the fact that the stochastic ordering is often observed between
the posterior densities induced from two existing non-informative prior functions. This indicates
that at least one of the two non-informative prior functions is actually informative. In other
words, it is not easy to deﬁne a non-informative prior function in its own meaning. Further, the
two induced posterior densities are sensitive with this diﬀerence between two prior densities, as is
claimed in Gelman (2006).
4 Degenerated posterior density.
A weakly prior density is also useful for examining the role of the degenerated prior density on
an unknown point. Recall that the comparison study between a non-informative prior function
and the degenerated prior density is often complicated. When this prior density is employed, the
marginal likelihood is used. Note that the marginal likelihood takes a small value, when a weakly
informative prior density is based on an improper prior function. This means that the marginal
likelihood is a criterion evaluating a non-informative prior function better that a proper prior
density. This indicates the necessity of a criterion based on the posterior density, such as DIC in
Spiegelhalter et al. (2002).
The other reservation about this prior density is the fact that it yields an improper posterior
density, which is discussed Yanagimoto and Ohnishi (2012). In light of the important role of the
posterior density this fact is discouraging
As many authors stressed, including Yanagimoto and Ohnishi (2011), the use of degenerated
prior density should be minimized in Bayesian inference. This is a main issue of the compromise
between Bayesian and the frequentist approches.
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